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hope to know the United States, One enterprising industry
persists in circulating a delirious travesty ; and if America is
misjudged, it has only its own enterprise to blame. That,
perhaps, is the vengeance of Heaven upon the block-booking
system.
One was left wondering if other forms of art are equally
misleading about other countries.   Is our own conscience
clear ?   What wells of information clo we offer to interested
strangers ?   Looking back from Michigan towards Europe,
I could see those homely shores transfigured through a rich
haze of opera.   One might (in Michigan) be pardoned for
concluding that European life consisted mainly of musical
processions, in which baritone kings are led out to coronation
in canvas cathedrals, or village revels where a singing
peasantry carouses from paste-board cups.   That is the
Continent, of course ; and it is notorious that almost any-
thing may happen on the Continent, though I have never
found a strong Wagnerian element in German life, and storms
in Switzerland are strikingly unlike Rossini's.   But is our
own country any better served ?   There is always Shakes-
peare ; and a sudden fear assailed me that the Bard provides
a rich mine of misconceptions for the transatlantic student,
There are other sources, too, in all of which the English scene
is obstinately " old-world/'   Are these the springs at which
America drinks knowledge of Great Britain ?   If so, there
is much to be forgiven—even to Big Bill Thompson.   For in
the travesties that we export there are so many courtiers;
monarchs abound; and can we hope to be wholly under-
stood, if we persistently export a picture of British life in
which Shakespearean kings move perpetually through a
landscape of velvet lawns and moated granges ?   Does the
visitor from Michigan experience, at the sight of bowler-
hatted crowds fighting for seats on omnibuses, just such
disillusions as beset me in his home-town ?   If so, art is
the very worst of all ambassadors;  and two continents,
known to each other through the movies and Grand Opera,
respectively, can never hope to meet,

